
Sapphire Health is a cohesive and award-winning team 

of exceptional Epic technical consultants committed 

to solving the technical challenges associated with a 

complex Epic environment. We cover every aspect of 

the core technical requirements and work as a team.  

Because at Sapphire Health, we believe a team is 

stronger than the sum of its parts.

We provide planning, design and execution of Epic 

Cache and IRIS on Red Hat Linux for Epic systems. 

We build modern and scalable Epic Linux platforms 

according to best practices to ensure long term 

customer success.

We go way beyond advisory services because you 

deserve a partner that will do more than just tell you 

what you should do.  From Epic environment strategy, 

license advisory, ODBA performance tuning, Ansible 

based automation, and Business Continuity, our goal 

is to deliver you a better managed and better running 

Epic Technical Environment.

Contact Us
info@sapphirehealth.org

Madison, WI
New Orleans, LA

WHO WE ARE

Most people think core Epic 
technical services aren’t sexy. 

They’re right. Technical
services aren’t sexy...

RED HAT LINUX FOR EPIC

THEY’RE EVERYTHING.

WWW.SAPPHIREHEALTH.ORG

Optimizing Epic and RHEL maintenance and 
configuration with Ansible and other automa-
tion tools that simplify deployment, manage 
daily tasks and provide timely alerts.

Performance tuning the infrastructure, RHEL 
platform, Cache ODBA, and hyperspace appli-
cation presentation to help meet honor-roll 
technical infrastructure requirements.

Ensuring uptime with best practice configu-
ration for Epic Business Continuity, including 
optimal HA and DR with support for full DR 
activation testing with minimal user downtime 
to meet honor-roll requirements. 

We provide optimization to fully managed services 

for all aspects of Epic infrastructure. We take care of 

all ODBA requirements for Cache and IRIS, handle the 

ECSA requirements and everything in between. We 

can accommodate different levels of scope from full 

technical team managed services to optimization of 

specific areas or functions.  


